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バーの役割を 1 セッション60分ごとに交代し ３
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古賀：精神科集団心理療法の技術獲得について
About technological acquisition of psychiatry group 
psychotherapy
A clinical psychological report
Kayoko　KOGA
　Psychotherapeutic practice is desired of a psychological professional in clinical settings. I feel that it 
is necessary to explain practical skills concretely to students studying theory at the educational site 
and connect theory and practical skills. In the training curriculum, it is important to learn not only 
the techniques necessary for group therapy, but also the basic attitudes of psychotherapy and 
techniques for dealing with groups. It is important to integrate techniques with theory about practice 
for a learner, but it is believed that it should often be learned before application. The process of 
initiating a treatment group at a psychiatric hospital were reported in detail and was put in order 
concerning basic proficiency of group psychotherapy. This paper introduces the experience of setting 
up a new group in day care at a psychiatric hospital regarding the operation and content of group 
therapy, and reports on the associated practices in detail. In addition, through training and experience 
with group therapy, this paper summarizes the basic attitudes that beginners should acquire as a 
psychological clinician and the acquisition of skills necessary for performing group therapy.
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